Every real-valued convex and locally Lipschitzian function / defined on a nonempty closed convex set D of a Banach space E is the local restriction of a convex Lipschitzian function defined on E . Moreover, if E is separable and int D ± 0 , then, for each Gateaux differentiability point x (6 int/J) of f, there is a closed convex set C C intD with the nonsupport points set N(C) ^ 0 and with x e N(C) such that fc (the restriction of / on C) is Fréchet differentiable at x .
Lemma 1. Suppose that f is convex and locally Lipschitzian on C. Then (a) for every u £ C, there exist a neighborhood U of u and a convex Lipschitzian function fu defined on E such that f = fu in U n C ; (b) dom(d/) = dom(/) = C; (c) there exists a selection y far df on C such that y/ is locally bounded on C ; in particular [1] , if NÍC) # 0, then df is itself locally bounded on N(C).
Recall that the extended real-valued lower semicontinuous convex function f on E is said to be proper provided fix) > -oo for all x £ E and its iconvex) essential domain domf = {x: fix) < +00}
is nonempty. For such f, we define the inf-convolutions as fnix) = inf{fiy) + n\\x -y\\: y £ E}.
Then we have isee, for instance, [3, 4, 6] ).
Lemma 2. With f and {/"} as above, the sequence {/"} has the following properties : Í1 ) Each fn is convex and Lipschitzian on E with Lipschitz constant n ;
(2) f"ix) < f"+iix) < fix) far each x £ E and each n > 1 ; (3) fnix) = fix) if and only if d fix) HnB* {where B* denotes the unit ball of E*) is nonempty or, equivalently, if and only if dfn(x) = dfix) n nB*. Proof of Lemma 1. Since / is locally Lipschitzian on C, there exists B(u, r) for some r > 0 and L > 0 such that \f(y) -/C*)| ^ -^11v ~ xll whenever x, y G B(u, r) n C = Bciu,r). We define the extended real-valued convex function / on E by fix) -fix) if x £ Bciu, r), and fix) -00, otherwise. Hence / is proper lower semicontinuous convex and bounded below on E and Lipschitzian on 2?c(«,r) with Lipschitz constant L. Let {/"} be the sequence of the inf-convolutions by /. Now we will show (a). Suppose, to the contrary, that the neighborhood U of u does not exist. Let Bn = Bciu, 1/n). Then, for each integer n > 1, there is x" £ Bn such that /"(x") < /(x"), by the definition of /" . For each such xn , we can choose y"£ E such that f(xn)>fiyn) + n\\yn-xn\\, n = 1,2,..., that is, fixn) -fiy") > n\\y" -xn\\ for n = 1, 2, ... . Clearly, we have y" £ Bc(u, r). Note that xn £ Bc(u, r) whenever 1/n < r and / is Lipschitzian on Bc(u, r) with Lipschitz constant L. We have \f(x") -f(yn)\ <L\\x"-y"\\ whenever l/n < r ; this is a contradiction which proved assertion (a). From the proof of assertion (a), it is easy to see that fn = fin Bc(u, r) by taking n -[L] + 1 (where [L] denotes the maximal integer m satisfying m < L) ; that is, by Lemma 2, df(x)r\nB* is nonempty for each x £ Bc(u, r). Hence df(x) n nB* is nonempty for each x £ ß(w, r). Now we showed that there is a selection for df on B(u,r) which is bounded by n. The arbitrariness of u says that there is a selection ^ for 9/ on C which is locally bounded; hence we proved assertions (b) and (c).
With / and /" as in Lemma 1, by Lemma 2, we have dfu(x) c df (x) for each x G U n C. If C is closed and N(C) ¿ 0, note that x £ N(C) if
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and only if Cx is dense in E [1] . By a simply convexity and differentiability argument, we see df = dfu in U C\ N(C). Hence we have Proof. Let 0 < e < \ . By [8] there are two sequences {xf} and {Xj} in E and in E*, respectively, satisfying Suppose that x £ D is a Gateaux differentiability point of /. Then, for each n > 1, there exists 1 > 5n > 0 (5n -> 0) such that (1) f(x±2ô"xn)-fix)-(x*,±2ônxn) <2_n {x. = df{x))
Let En = span(x, for j = 1, 2,...,«), F = cë(±y" for n = 1,2,...), and C = x + F, where y" = ô"x" for n = 1,2,....
Clearly, C (c D) is closed
and convex and Cx is dense in E, and hence xéJV(C). Now we prove that point x is a Fréchet differentiability point of f . Suppose, to the contrary, that fc is not Fréchet differentiable at x. Then there is en > 0 such that for each Fix «o such that (1 + e) £°1"0+1 2~> = (1 + e)2-*> < e0/2. Let «o oo un=x + 2Y/l,n)(±yi) and vn = x + 2 £ X?\±yi).
Since z" -► x, we can claim m",ü" ë D for n = 1,2. Now we have z" = ("« + """)/2, therefore,
Let w" -(u" -x)/6" (where 6" -\\z" -x\\). Then IKH = \\u"-x\\/e" <YlMln)\\yi\\/0n = 2Yix<?)âi/e"
,=1 '=' < il+E)-2Y/^l")ài/maxXf)ôj < 2(1 +e)n0;
that is, {wn} is contained by 2(1 + e)noB"0, where B"0 is the unit ball of the «o-dimensional subspace E"0 of E. + ZT=n0+i^](f(x± 2yt) -f(x) -(x*, ±2y,» 26"
20"
2 "
Since 2(1 + e)«o^/io is a bounded set of the «o-dimensional subspace E"0 of £■, u)"ë2(1+ s)noB"0, and ö" -» 0, and since / is Gateaux differentiable at x, we must have fjx + dnw") -fjx) -(x*, d"w")
for sufficiently large n . Hence fjX + enWn)-fjx)-(X* , d"W") , £0 «0 , «0
e°-2^-+ T< 2" + T = e°f or sufficiently large « , and this is a contradiction which completes our proof.
Remark. The recent work of Preiss, Phelps, and Namioka [7] showed that if E admits an equivalent smooth norm, then it is of class (S). Hence, for the Gateaux differentiability, the Rainwater theorem still holds for smoothable Banach spaces.
